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Other theories of the origin of the plough have been put
forward, but those cited above should suffice to show that
it cannot plausibly be attributed to Evolution', whatever
meaning we may attach to that ill-used word. This conclu-
sion wiH be strengthened when we realize that tie adoption
of the plough must everywhere have led to a complete
breach with the past.
'Among hoe-cultivators5, as CMlde says (Man Makes
Himself., p. 107)., 'the women generally till the fields,, build
up and fire the pots, spin and weave; men look after the
animals, hunt and fish, clear the plots for cultivation,
and act as carpenters.'
This division of labour is completely upset by the intro-
duction of the plough, which throws all the heavy work of
agriculture upon the men. This change does not follow
From the introduction of the plough by itself, but from the
fact that the plough was everywhere, up to quite recent
imes, drawn only by oxen, and there is an almost universal
nagico-religious prejudice against the handling of cattle by
vomen. This world-wide association of the plough with the
»x suggests that Leser's draw-spade is a degenerate rather
han an incipient plough.
Apart from the fact that the plough was unknown in
America, even in Peru, where the domesticated llama could
roll have drawn it, we must note that over a great part of
legro Africa we find seed cultivation, iron tools, and
omesticated cattle, but no ploughs.  Until recent times the
lough had a weE-marked frontier, which included Abyssinia
ad Java, but excluded Negro Africa* Northern Asia* Oceania,
id America (Forde, Habitat* Economy and Society* p. 5).
Sayce (Primitive Arts and Crafts* p. 117) suggests the
sssibility that the plough was invented independently in
imatxa, Assam, Sweden, and Brittany, but these countries.
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